Reading 4: The Venus Flytrap

Across

4. Food does this in your body (v) 5,4
6. Very nice tasting food (adj)
7. Fruit drink (n)
9. Not good, low grade or quality (adj)
10. The wind does this (v)
13. The green things on plants (n)
16. Take in food (v)
17. It comes from sun (n)

Down

1. Not easy, difficult (adj)
2. To catch something (v)
3. Within, not outside (n)
5. Let some time go by (v)
8. The opposite of open (v)
9. They grow, green leaves (n)
11. Opposite of hard (adj)
12. A small flying insect (n)
14. Plants grow in it, earth (n)
15. Still there, remains (adj)